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Abstract searches frequently encountered in a linearly organized
1 h . k, h """ k if document. n t lS wo~ we present t eJ'amewo~ o an ex-

pert system that will be capable of diagnosing and pre- In general expert systems incorporate declarative
dicting faults in a cable television plant. knowledge in terms of collections of "rules" of the form

The structure of the diagnostic expert system un- if <set of antecedents> then <set of consequents>
der development comprises equipment specific and net- ...
work specific parts. An Inference engIne IS then used to apply rules from

F or the equipment specific part, there exist well the rule b~e and.advance the inferencing of the s~stem.
established diagnosis and calibration procedures. The order In which the ru~es have been entered I.n the
These are captured and integrated into an equipment knowled~e base does not Influence the way the Infer-
specific knowledge based diagnosis system with the aid ence engIne .proceeds, ra.ilier th: rules t?emse.lves as
of specifically designed knowledge acquisition system. they. are applied (fIred) drive the Inferenclng to Its con-

Th k . if .. d . 1 . and cluslon.
e netwo~ ltse lS monltore m rea tlme,

its status data are used to detennine failure points and Many expert systems have been developed based on
the likely cause of the failure. this premise, as well as several toolsets which help with

the prototyping and fielding of such knowledge-based

systems.
Introduction a f th diffi I bl . d I .

ne o e most cu t pro ems In eve opIng a
Engineering systems are becoming numerous and knowledge-based system is the acquisition and coding

complex. This has resulted in the proliferation of the of the knowledge of the domain experts. Knowledge ac-
number and complexity of procedures necessary for quisition involves the close collaboration of the domain
maintenance, diagnosis and operations of these sys- expert(s) with the knowledge engineer(s). Usually,
tems. The end result is that very few people (if any) knowledge is elicited during several sessions with the
within an organization may be cognizant of all the ap- participation of both the domain expert(s) and knowl-
propriate procedures applicable to any specific system. edge engineer(s). The thus elicited knowledge is incor-

..porated, by the knowledge engineer in the knowledge-
DIagnostic expert sy~tems have ~n develo~ for base, a minimal working system is rapidly prototyped

several are.as o~ exp~rtlse. .These Include medical as and delivered. The prototype system is tested in situ by
well as englneenng diagnosis. the domain expert, discrepancies and limitations are

Recently, a number of computer-aided tools have noted ~d th~ cycle repeats until satisfactory perfor-
been developed to centralize and make this procedural mance IS obtained.

knowledge accessi?l.e. The tools range from simple Hy- The limitation of this process lies in the difficulty of
pe~ext-based renditions of ~anuals to ex~rt systems knowledge elicitation. Domain experts find it difficult
which a:e capable of suggesting and applyIng the most to structure their knowledge in terms of general rules of
appropnate procedure. the form stated earlier and to use categorical statements

In a Hypermedia document [4], information is orga- on exact quantities. .A?ditionally, the knowledge ~ngi-
nized nonlinearly and delivered using the most appro- neer must at least Inlrumally understand the domain so
priate medium. This may include audio, video, text. as to .accurately code ~e knowledge ~resented by the
graphics etc. The nonlinearity in the organization of the domain .expert. The eXIstence of a widely ~cceptable
information results from the existence of multiple inter- and easIly ~n~erst~d ~odel for the. do.maln knowl-
relations linking portions together. These interrelations edge, helps In Its elicitation and organizatiOn.

result in easy access of related topics and avoid lengthy Certain domains involve knowledge that is itself pro-



cedural in nature. Examples can be drawn from diagno- FLOWTOOL
sis which involves measurement or observation of
specific parameters and these must follow a strict proto- FLOWT<?OL compris.es a graphical u~er interface
col either because of the expense involved, or the mea- through whIch the do~aln expert can easIly r~present
surement itself is obtained as a part of a strict sequence pr~cedur~ ~owl~dge In temlS ~f a flo,,:,chart InC?~O-
of actions (e.g. certain blood analyses cannot be done ratIng decIsIon pOIn~ and prescnb~d actIOns. AdditIo?-
unless the patient has fasted for a certain period of ally, knowledge whi~h.cannot.easIly be represen~.In
time). Physicians use protocols for both treatment and the foml of ~Ies but It IS al~o Important or useful IS In-
diagnosis [8]. Engineers use similarly sU"Uctured proce- corporated In a hy~mle~la document. ~e use~ of
dures in operating maintaining and diagnosing systems FLOWTOOL establIshes lInks to appropnate sectIons
[2] , of this document. Once the acquisition phase is com-

pleted, the acquired knowledge is automatically trans-
Most of this procedural knowledge is aimed towards lated to a set of rules targeted for a particular inference

human experts who are required to perfOml certain pre- engine and environment complete with the established
scribed actions and depending on their outcome either hypemledia links. The thus created prototype knowl-
reach a conclusion or perfOml another set of prescribed edge-based system can be utilized immediately by the
actions until enough infomlation has been obtained to domain expert who created it in the fIrst place without
allow the establishment of a conclusion. the intervention of a knowledge engineer.

It is most often the case (especially with novices or if O12erational Descri12tion
a procedure has not been perfOmled recently) that the. ...
procedure, the required actions or the system itself are FLO~OOL IS a graphics bas~d, flowchart editIn~
not familiar to the human expert. In such a case, manu- tool which allows the user to qwckly create and edIt
als need to be consulted or the help of another expert is fl'!wcharts by using a computer mouse .to po~nt and
sought. This is time consuming, and it becomes critical clIck. Flowcharts are created by droppIng dIfferent
in time limited procedures. Systems are currently devel- flowcha;t symbols on a drawing area (or canvas) and
oping which reposit such knowledge and deliver it in a connectIng them together. Once a symbol has been
user-friendly foml [6]. placed on the canvas, text can be added and hypermedia

links attached. At any time during the creation process,
Specifically, in the field of telecommunications and the flowchart can be edited or saved to or restored from

communication networks, there have been several ex- a file. Once complete, the flowchart is checked for con-
amples of expert diagnostic systems which help inter- sistency and compiled into expert system rules.
pret the status of the system and eventually produce adiagnosis. Figure I. illustrates the graphical user's interface in-

volved during the operation of FLOWTOOL. The win-
Thus, Sugarawa [10] presented a distributed expert dow consists of three sections, a row of control buttons

system capable of diagnosing local area network prob- along the top, four different mode buttons down the left
lems and has TCP/IP related diagnostic and trouble- side and a drawing area (canvas) in the middle.
shooting knowledge. Miyazaki [7] describes techniques Th t I b all th -"
ti e op contro uttons owe user to PellOml
or updatIng switching networks operatIons and malnte- .ti . th fl h Th .d.SpeCI IC actIOns on e owc art. ey pro VI e menus

nance through expert systems. Nuckolls [9] descnbes I' I di . d edi .
fl h II...lor oa ng savIng an tIng owc arts as we asan expert system that perfomls real tIme diagnosis of a. ' ...

large digital radio network. Yudkin [11] has introduced c~angIng the vIS~al prope~es of th~ flowchart bel.ng
thod I I' b .Id . d ..displayed. The nghtmost Flowchart button contaIns

a me o ogy lor UI Ing up a lagnostIc system. ..
b ed th , tur b h . d ~ . al .t f th menu optIons which let the user attach hypemledia pag-

as on e Suuc e e avlor an lunctIOn I yo e ..
sYstem and .ts co ts I [5] ted es and compIle the flowchart Into expert system rules.

I mponen .n , we presen a pre-
liminary system for diagnosis of a large Cable Televi- The mode buttons along the side change the current
sion Network. state of the program. The current state determines what

..action will be taken when the user presses the mouse
.In this work, we sh~l. ~resent our efforts In develop- button on the canvas. While on the canvas, the cursor
Ing a.know~edge a~qwsItIon methodology as well as a will change shape to reflect the chosen mode.
real-tIme dIagnostIc system targeted for a large cable
television distribution network. The work is divided Flowchart symbols are drawn by first clicking on a
into three parts. The first part discusses the develop- symbol mode button (i.e. a statement or decision but-
ment of FLOWTOOL 1M, our knowledge acquisition to~) an~ then clicking on the canvas. Wh.en the mou~e
system, while the second part discusses the design and poInter IS ~oved back over the canvas, Its sha.pe wIll
implementation of a real time diagnostic system capa- chan.g~ to eIther a ~ectangle (statement) or a dIamond
ble of diagnosing a large Cable Television Network. (decisIOn), depending on the symbol to be placed.

Whenever a new symbol is dropped, it is highlighted,
The current status, conclusions and future work are designating it as the current symbol and a dialog box

presented in the third part. will appear to display information about it. The sym-
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Figure 1: FLOWTOOL's graphical user's interface

bol' s dialog box displays the symbol type, its location

on the grid and its textual contents. In addition, if a hy-

pennedia page has been attached, then the name of that I::"" E I f p d I K 1 d A..." rJgure 2: xamp e 0 race ura now,e ge c-
page and Its pnonty are also displayed. quisition.

Once two or more symbols have been placed, they At any point, the flowchart depicted, can be compiled
can be connected together to fonn a directed arc in the to a cluster of rules encapsulating the procedural knowl-
flowchart. To connect two symbols, the user must fIrst edge depicted. The compilation process is straight-for-
click on the connect mode button. The user is then ward. Each ~ecision box results into two r:ules, one for

the affIrmatIve and the other for the negatIve outcome.
prompted to IdentIfy source and destInatIOn symbols The contents of a decision box together with references
and, having done this, a link is then created between to its preceding decisions constitute the antecedents of
them. the rule, while the statement(s) following a decision

path constitute the consequents of the rule.

.~e contents of ~y symbol can be ~isplayed by Additionally, any links to hypennedia pages present,
clIcking on the examIne mode button. This causes the are attached to the rule(s) created. A hypennedia server

cursor to change shape to a magnifying glass, denoting intercepts requests to display the attached hypennedia
the current mode. When this magnifying glass is then pages when the rule fIres.

moved over any symbol, a dialog box will appear, dis- A flowchart incorporates procedural knowledge per-

playing the contents of that symbol. taining to diagnosis, calibration, operation etc.

Figure 2. shows a completed flowchart including the Once a flow~h~ has been c.ompiled, the resulting
, , cluster of rules JOInS the collectIon of other clusters to

c~ntents of a ?owch~ sym~l. The Symbol.Co~tents fonn a knowledge base of procedures nonnally associ-
dialog box displays InformatIOn about the highlIghted ated with a particular system. At any instant, one or
decision symbol at the right of the canvas. Besides the more of these procedures may be applicable. For exam-
full contents of the symbol, a hypermedia page entitled pIe, in diagnosis, each cluster would normally be asso-
, AC Distribution Board Page' is also shown with a ciated with a specific manifestation of a malfunction.
'hi h' .. Th . th h thi d . th When the user wishes to use the expert system to solve

g pnonty. IS means at wen s no e In e ..
f..a problem, he fIrst descnbes the problem In terms o the

flowchart IS encountered dunng flowchart traversal, the observed "behavior", in the case of diagnosis by enu-
designated help page will appear (if the user has chosen merating the observed symptoms from a list of known

to accept high priority help pages). symptoms.
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FIgure 5: Typical Conclusion and Trace Screens

Figure 3: A possible-Problems Screen

Any listed problem checked true will cause the associ-
ated cluster to be processed by the expert system. Prob- Network Diagnosis

lems that are checked unknown will also be processed,
but only after those checked true have been examined. Structure of the Network

When the user hits 'Done' , all of the requested flow- A. Cable Television Network incorporates a number

charts will be processed. Any hypermedia pages at- of high frequency amplifiers forming (for conventional

tached the flowchart symbols will also appear. Figure 4 netw?rks) a tree. In more advanced networks the struc-

shows how the user is prompted to answer a question ture mcorporates a ~ouble ring from which subscriber

from the 'Troubleshooting AC Section' flowchart. A ~ops emanate. In this work, we are focusing in conven-

hypertext page appears with the question to help the ~onally stru~tured tree networks. There are two catego-

user make the correct response. nes of amplIfiers, the ones belonging to the main trunk

and the ones forming subscriber drops. Additionally,

~ Q.estlan H.ndlor power supplies are located throu g hout the network

-, ...th. "'. oc Dls1rlbutlo. beord ...Oarty Install.. , each one powering a limited number (typically three) of

amplifiers. The majority of the main trunk amplifiers

are equipped with a status monitor which uses a reverse

channel to report the status of the amplifier to the head

v., @ office. Subscriber drops and power supplies are not nor-

@) AC Dls1rlbutlon I -mally monitored.

~:g]c o R 10 ~~ Typical variables which are monitored include [I]
0.-0 ~ C o
C...I:J O = .Output pilot level

AC -Is ~ ~ by -Out put data carrier level
611... --.or bus bu. c..,..,-. boidcn ~ ~ AC
~ Bod T!Ir. qstem d.sII"" -'"'"-h port « P'"" ~ ...Raw DC volta ge into the amplifier

ACpowu
B+ voltage of amplifier power supply

h C...dla T..'kIt (0 ,". Is. .."-'"
DC . .current mto forward and reverse sections of the

-., amplifier
~Igure 4: An Inquiry presented during the opera- .Temperature inside the trunk station
tlon of the expert system obtained from procedural. Reverse Switch status
knowle~ge capture by FLOWTOOL. Observe the. Trunk lid status
associated hypermedia page which is also pre- The values of the monitored .abl all ed tsented ...van es are ow o

.vary wIthin two mtervals (warning and alarm) centered
Once the user has answered all questions leading to a ~t typical values. If a :value is outside these predefined

conclusion, another dialog appears to display the results mtervals .then a warnmg .or an alarm is issued. Three
of having navigated the knowledge base. If desired, the conse.cuuve alarms Co?sutute a failure. Failure to raise
us~r can also view a trace of flowchart just processed. a partIcular status ?1omtor f~r three consecutive time in-
This trace details the decisions that were made in pro- tervals, also consUtutes a failure.

cessing ~e flowch~ and sho,:"s ~ow the conclusions Each status monitor apparatus has its own electronic
were arrIved at. This IS shown m FIgure 5. address, which is used at the head end to poll it for a sta-



values. Again, because of the structure of the network,
these reports appear at random locations and are seem-

inglyunrelated.
Another category of failures are due to the unmoni-

tored subscriber drops. These are typically reported by
the subscribers themselves as deterioration of service
which range from increased noise levels for some chan-
nels to complete interruption of reception. These re-
ports are due to failures in the main trunk, subscriber
drops or even interruption of service due to the custom-

R er being at arrears in his/her payments.

In this work, we shall concentrate on the diagnosis
problem of the monitored main trunk.

Dia&nosis Approach

R We follow a model-based approach in our reasoning.
Because the structure of the network is known a-priori,
and since the behavior of the amplifiers in the network
is well understood, and because there is a large number
of elements in the network, model-based reasoning is
best suited for our domain. Model-based reasoning, as
opposed to classification reasoning, bases its decisions
on an underlying model of the system being diagnosed.

Figure 6: A typical Section of a Main Trunk (curte- In our case, the structure, and operation of the ele-
sY Roger's Victoria) ments in the network, provide us with a general and

powerful model on which we base our diagnosis.

tus report. As we discussed previously, the failure is localized to
Because of the number of amplifiers in the network, at most a small number of amplifiers, but because of

each amplifier is polled at fixed intervals (typically ev- their interconnection, deteriorated levels of the signal
ery few minutes). propagate and affect a large number of neighboring

nodes which themselves report failure. One of the main
The pollIng order may change ~f a partIcular sectIon objectives of our diagnostic system is the identification

of the network needs closer attentIon. of the truly-failed nodes from the ones which report
A typical section of the main trunk is depicted in Fig- failure because of their proximity to the failed nodes.

ure 6. Each amplifier in the network has a name, as well Such agglomerations constitute failure clusters.

as a location, connectivity and functionality attributes. A failure cluster is defined to be a connected set of

D ;~~n"";,, 1>r"hl".,.." . Pr 1 nodes, at least one of which exhibits a failure while the
'-Jla.nu"l" ...uu.em " " ." al f .1 .thi

remaInIng regIster a warnIng, arm or aI ure WI n an
There are several modalities of failure. Some are dis- observation window which spans several observation

cussed below. cycles. For the remaining of the discussion, we shall use

A " 1 l .fi f .1 h th . al .the termfailure cluster to denote both a set of amplifierssmg e amp I ler may aI , w ereupon e sIgn IS. .
ti d thr h l . fied th b f th as defined above, and Its representatIon.

e oug unamp I I to e su sequent stage o e

network. The subsequent amplifiers, equipped with au- Failure clusters are important because they incorpo-
tomatic gain control, will boost the signal back to its rate all the affected amplifiers within an observation
normal level after two to three stages. Because of the window, and the reasoning engine can focus only with-
failure, all amplifiers located between the failing ampli- in the cluster. Additionally, forming the failure clusters
fier and the stage at which the signal was boosted to its dynamically, we isolate the reasoning process from
correct level, report alarms or failures. Because of the sources of information which cannot be made temporal-
tree structure of the network, the reporting amplifiers Iy constant. For example, the amplifier data-base to-
are not typically polled sequentially and the reports ap- gether with the connectivity information changes in
pear at seemingly random locations in the report. time as the cable-plant evolves.

A power grid failure, will affect a number of amplifi- Failure clusters act as filters, preventing the continu-
ers. The affected amplifiers fail to communicate, while ous formation of diagnoses of the same problem that
the deteriorated signal, cause downstream nodes to re- has been previously diagnosed and is currently awaiting
port failure until the signal is boosted again to its typical resolution.



Based on the above observations. we have construct- diagnosis module which analyzes it and produces a di-
ed a system which automatically and in real time re- agnosis of the failure. This diagnosis is currently mailed

electronically to the domain expert who provides a cri-
tique of the diagnosis conclusions reached. These cri-
tiques are saved and will be used to validate the

diagnosis knowledge base.

Finally. the diagnosed cluster is deposited to the "ac-
tive cluster" repository and remains there until the fault
is repaired and all the amplifiers report normal opera-

tion-
Failure clusters. in addition to the amplifier names.

incorporate connectivity information as well as obser-
vation information within the window of observation.

get I..x!: status m:nitor data
1Bte tre -lifier It
-~ Its status

case (Its status is a<) ,
if It is in qBJe[i) discard It f= qBJe(i]

Figure 7: The structure of the Expert Network An- case (Its status is fail;n; CRin a1aIIn CR in .,arnjr1J) ,
alyzer if It is in qS.Je[iJ

tiel
.

th . da fr th I .fi !'It It in t-=luster[iJ
celves e status momtor ta om e amp I ler discard It f=, ~(i]
network and produces a diagnoses in cases of failure. !'It Its chilctr..1 in qBJe[i)

As depicted in Figure 7. above. our system comprises a ( failda . d hi ai od I th case Its status ].5 In;) ,
ta server. a compression an arc v m u e. e if It is rrt in ~ of tre qJe.""'

cluster generator and the diagnosis module. if It is rrt in ~ of tre clusters
It is tre ~ of a ~ cluster

The stream of the status monitor data is captured, -a ~ cluster
compressed and archived. The archiving is important, -a ~ .~ f ~ 1. thi da . be ed . f '.-L ai d f .I !'It It 1]1 ~~ Just =,~ t-= uster
sInce s ta IS to us In w L11er an yS1S an ai -!'It Its chilctr..1 in tre just f~ que.Ie

ure prediction. A specialized display tool has been writ-
ten which is capable of displaying arbitrary sequences if q\..ue(i] is El!pty

f .
da . ai . f 6'!X)rt re..cluster[1) for data OOlle:t1C11 & ~1S

O status momtor ta. A typlC display o such a se- delete t-=luster(i]
quence is depicted in Figure 8. below. delete ~(i]

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Figure 9: Cluster Generation Algorithm

.;:;- ",..-;:-;;;- @) ~2/1~;'4 0100 to ~2/11/1. ,.OQ. A failure cluster is translated into a setofNEXPERT
41~ -objects which fully quantify the topology and behavior
414 of the cluster within the window of observation. Each
41.2 amplifier in the cluster comprises three objects. namely

y 409 the topology-data object, the amp-data object and the

.407 lo~data object. The topology data object incorporates
...location



currently comprises over 80 rules and is capable of di- The second phase includes the development of the
agnosing 12 different failure modalities. A preliminary Expert Network Analyzer,We have completed the beta
evaluation of the diagnoses, has established an accuracy version of our expert network analyzer on a SPARC
rate of approximately 80%. platform in C and NEXPERT OBJECT. As discussed,

this version of the expert network analyzer operates on
{cBta-R20000D line and in real-time. We are in the process of validating

Classes: arp-cBta and refining the analyzer. This is done through the cri-
~J.~~3.8,23.8,23.8) 1* 8+- voltaJe *1 tiques of the diagnoses which are electronically mailed

C (1143.3,1143.3,1143.3) 1* ==t *1 to the domain experts.
p (-100.0,-100.0,-100.0) 1* f~ pilot *1
R (-6.0,-6.0,-6.0) I: J:everse pilot*1 * One more area that we plan to enhance our system, is
RD (54.9,54.9,54.9) I Raol rx:: voltage I ,
T (-10.0,-9.0,-10.0) 1* TarI;erature *1 its responsiveness. Currently, all the amplifiers m the
tilTes (12140916,12140919,12140922) 1* Fbl tjnes *1 network are polled sequentially, each complete polling

} Fi ure 10: Example of an amplifier data object sequence,requiring approximately 90 sec, In order to
g form a faIlure cluster and accumulate enough data for a

{ 1 R2000OD diagnosis to be possible, several polling cycles (current-
tcksses: tqx:Jlo;N-cBta Iy 5) are required. This results to a delay of approxi-
~ies: locatim (~tajn@faillJ3y) mately 8 min from the onset of a failure to the time that

~ ~fOOOOC) a failure cluster is formed and a diagnosis becomes pos-
~-9rid (1209) sible. In order to enhance the response time, we are cur-
g.n'JUItsr () rently implementing failure directed polling, This
~tim ~kse) means that in addition to the standard sequential polling
~ ( ) of all the amplifiers in the network, our system will be

} , , " capable of polling specific amplifiers involved in the
FIgure 11. Example of a topology-data obJect formation of failure clusters out of sequence and very

rapidly. This would have as an effect the minimization
of the delay in forming a failure cluster, and thus the

{l~OOOOD generation of the diagnosis soon after the onset of a
Classes : l~cBta problemprctJerties: faultJresSag"e (O:mn.Inicatim) .

faultJXIninal ( ) , ."
faul~tilTes (12140931) Lastly, we are currently focussmg our attentIOn m
fault-~ (AlaIIn) developing failure predicting models. For this part of

} fault-val~ (N) ~) the work, we utilize the archived status monitor data of

Figure 12: Example of a log-data object describ- the entire Roger's Victoria network, which we shall use
ing an amplifier in an alarm condition because of in developing our predicti~e mod~ls. The status monitor

failure in replying to a polling request" data have revealed some mterestIng patterns of behav-
ior, which we hope to correlate with and use as precur-
sors of failure. Such patterns include the variation of the

Status and Conclusions forward pilot level in close correlation with the temper-
Th k d " b d h ' art f I d rtak ature of the amplifier itself, as well as seemingly ran-

e wor escn e ere IS p o a arger un e -" "
" , " " , dom vanatIOns of the current. Such patterns are
mg m collaboratIon wIth the CanadIan Cable Labs Fund b ed I " d d . t f ' I " I ' fi, " , , o serv on y lor ata correspon mg o at mg amp I 1-

to mvestIgate the use of AI and Knowledge Engmeenng h "1 I 'fi " all hib '
t tabl" " ." .ers w I e amp 1 lers operatIng norm y ex I s etechnIques m the automatIon of the dIagnosIs proce- 'd ' " I "ods f tI"

" rea mgs lor very ong pen o me,
dures m a large cable TV plant. The development has
proceeded in two phases.
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